ReimagineSA NPC is an Impact Think Tank that uses Ubuntu to Organise, Connect and Enable.
How do we leverage the Club of Rome network to better serve intergenerational needs?

How do we leverage technology for outcomes monitoring and evaluation to ensure impact measurability?

How do we connect to co-funders and execution partners to better ensure sustainability beyond youth summit?

Our global communities need a more considered approach to co-creating and delivering a combined future. The pervasive knee-jerk “any action is better than inaction” can cause more damage than good. ReimagineSA believes we need to have intergenerational courageous conversations that work to craft progressive frameworks that enable exponential impact that is measurable.
Youth Summit Programme

9h30 – 9h40: Welcome
9h40 – 10h00: Word from CoR

10h00 – 11h15: Session 1: Climate Emergency
30mins: Panel Discussion
45mins: Workshop, including feedback survey

11h15 – 11h35: TEA

11h35 – 12h50: Session 2: Reclaiming and Reframing Economics
30mins: Panel Discussion
45mins: Workshop, including feedback survey

12h50 – 13h30: LUNCH

13h30 – 13h45: SPOKEN WORD by Puno Selesho

13h45 – 15h00: Session 3: Rethinking Finance
30mins: Panel Discussion
45mins: Workshop, including feedback survey

15h00 – 15h20 TEA

15h20 – 16h35: Session 4: Emerging New Civilisation
30mins: Panel Discussion
45mins: Workshop, including feedback survey

16h35 – 17h20: Report back from design thinking
17h20 – 17h30: Closing and Thank You
Climate change is the most pressing global challenge, constituting an existential threat to humanity. Planning for climate emergency is a pragmatic response to a known risk and humanity’s insurance plan for survival and a positive future.
Reclaiming and Reframing Economics

MEET THE PANELISTS

Eddy Oketch
Founder of Ongoza, UNESCO International Youth Peace Ambassador, African Leadership Academy

Abir Ibrahim
UNICEF, Founder and CEO of Inua Naturals, G20 Young Global Changer, Institute for Economics and Peace, World Economic Forum

Nat Ware
Founder and CEO of Forte, 180 Degrees Consulting, Goldman Sachs Global Leader, World Economic Forum Global Shaper

A shift from mainstream economics and policy-making based on fundamentally flawed economic theories and indicators promoting a growth-centric philosophy rather than the wellbeing of people and the planet, is necessary to ensure the reversal of a crucial ecosystem, climate and social tipping points.
The global financial system is currently at the service of an outdated economic paradigm. It acts as a means of wealth accumulation for a narrow elite, whilst disregarding the negative effects of environmental damage and social inequalities.
Emerging New Civilisation

MEET THE PANELISTS

Sophie Masipa
Co-founder of Kgommu International, World Ocean Council

Tiara Dungy
PhD student of Indiana University Lilly Family school of philanthropy

Simon Sizwe Mayson
Makers Valley Partnership and Well-being Economy Africa

A new paradigm is essential to clarify our role as a species within the greater Earth Community. Conversations are needed to agree on core values that promote human dignity, respect for nature and protection of humanity beyond current generations.
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1. Establish InterGEN Initiative focus and agree proposed outcomes.
2. Leverage summit presentations, workshops and interactions to co-create global collaborative models.
3. Leverage Club of Rome network and programmes to test global collaborative methodology framework.
4. Leverage Club of Rome Conference projects to co-create data driven funding models at national, regional, continental and global levels.

Please note that the examples presented herein are for Club of Rome Youth Summit coordinator consideration.
# Building on Youth Summit success

The Club of Rome Youth Summit brought together some of the world’s greatest minds, allowing Youth Leaders to engage in core quandaries faced in our world today. The discussions across the Youth Summit and the Public Conference highlighted systemic root issues, opportunities for change, areas to reform, and the need and opportunity for youth to actively make a difference. Furthermore, this platform provided a safe space for us to learn, challenge, collaborate and form global partnerships in addressing these issues. We believe this platform can be formalized into a The Club of Rome Youth Secretariat in order to further expand on intergenerational collaboration and provide mentorship and opportunity for the Youth to create change.

# The Concept

The Club of Rome Youth Secretariat would be a formalised global network of Youth who are actively engaged with one another and the Members of The Club of Rome network on an ongoing basis in order to effectively collaborate in key impact areas. This would include an online space/app whereby transnational communication and development would occur. It would also include regional development hubs whereby members could recruit coordinators on the ground, develop localised solutions and develop proposals to present to The Club of Rome.

# The Objectives

- Bringing Youth, insight and collaboration to the key impact areas
- The COR mentorship will allow appropriate investment in the Youth’s capacity to collaborate intergenerationally
- Bringing intergenerational perspectives together as equal voices in key COR impact areas

# What We Need

- Mentorship and leadership development
- Representation at global conversations
- Incubation, resources and investment into projects
- The drive to bring about systemic change
- The perspectives, purpose and potential
- New ways of collaborating and doing business
- Skills to bring proposal to fruition (i.e. development, writing etc.)

# What We Have

- Develop a COR app/online communication for mentorship, events, meetings etc.
- Integrate Populate app with COR Youth and COR Members willing to engage
- Engage Utilisation of the app for project development, ongoing meetings and resource sharing
- Expand Once COR Youth and COR Members are settled in communication, expand into regional hubs for solution development

# Next Steps

- Engage with COR Members for feedback on Youth Secretariat Pitch
- If positive, COR Youth network will develop a full proposal with further details for the usage of the app
EXAMPLE OF COR INTERGEN INITIATIVE ECOSYSTEM

Club of Rome 2019 Youth Summit as Launchpad for CoR InterGEN Initiative